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         The Wonderful Indonesia logo is an Indonesian tourism identity 

formed by verbal and non-verbal elements. The verbal element is the 

words "wonderful Indonesia" and the non-verbal element is a picture of 

"bird" such as the eagle which is a symbol of the Indonesian state. 

Charles Sanders Peirce's Triadic theory mentions three main elements 

that make up the Wondeful Indonesia logo, namely: object, 

representation and interpretant. 

      The representation is expressed in the written language of 

“wonderful Indonesia” with artistic writing, flexible, elegant and 

beautiful fonts. It is interpreted that Indonesia is one of the world's most 

beautiful, charming and enchanting tourist destinations. The writing of 

"Indonesia" is bigger than the word “wonderful” so that it is 

interpreted that Indonesia is the one that has a variety of charms. 

The object, in the form of a bird image, is like a Garuda. The head, 

wings, tail and body of the bird are displayed with flexible, beautiful, 

artistic lines, reflecting that Indonesians have a flexible, friendly, 

peace-loving character and are welcome to the world community.  

    The word "wonderful" is written in English as  world’s of  language  

It is hoped that this word which has a great, amazing, enchanting 

meaning can easily come to the citizen of world’s mind.. Based on the 

function of language, the word "wonderful" has a poetic function, 

which is a message to be conveyed to the world, that Indonesia is very 

charming, amazing, unique and interesting. 

 

 

1. Introduction  

 Communicating in digital era is very easy and more efficient because it is supported by 

adequate media such as whatsApp, internet, facebook, instagram, twitter and so on.  In promoting 

goods or services, it is  sufficient to take advantage of communication media such as 

advertisements, both in printed and electronic form. Advertising is a persuasive communication 

medium designed in such a way as to achieve response and marketing objectives. An advertising 

activities must be more than just providing information about the products offered to consumers, 

but also changing consumer attitudes. 

 In an effort to promote a tourist destination, advertisements are also needed. Similar to the 

tourism promotion for domestic market, the promotion to the world’s market also utilize digital 

media to be easily accessible to foreign countries. Moreover, Indonesia's panoramic beauty video 

has won the best video at the Asia Pacific level in 2017. The tourism branding “Wonderful 
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Indonesia” which was launched since 2011 has been recognized at the world level. It is one thing 

to be proud of, which has raised Indonesia to the world level. To popularize Indonesian tourism, 

the government through the Ministry of Tourism, in addition to creating the branding, also 

published the Indonesian tourism logo. (See figure.1) 

 Historically, the tourism branding “Wonderful Indonesia” logo related to the development 

of semiotic science is very dynamic, this is evident from the beginning of the emergence of 

semantic theory by Saussure to the triadic theory proposed by Peirce. According to Peirce, 

semiotics is based on logic, because logic studies how people reason, while reasoning according 

to Peirce is done through signs. Signs allow us to think, relate to other people and give meaning 

to what the universe represents. Peirce focused on the general functioning of the sign. According 

to Peirce, signs are related to the objects that resemble them. Their existence has a causal 

relationship with signs or because of conventional ties to these signs. In effect, Peirce has created 

a general theory for signs. 

        Then,  one of  the implementation  of Peirce theory in the Wonderful Indonesia (WI) and 

Pesona Indonesia logo is as Indonesia's tourism identity which is often found on public 

transportation, such as being installed on tourist bus, trains and airplanes bodies. How was the 

use of signs or language expressions stated in the Wonderful Indonesia (WI) logo in both print 

and electronic media? For this reason, sign science or semiotics was used as a basis or reference 

in analyzing the Wonderful Indonesia (WI) logo. 

       Furthermore, there were several explanations about semiotics related to logos such as 

Kusrianto, Adi (292: 232) who stated that a logo or picture mark is an identity used to describe 

the image and character of an institution, product or company or organization. A logotype or 

word mark is the name of an institution, company, or product that appears in a special written 

form to describe its commercial characteristics.  

 Then, logos are usually used in the form of products developed by an institution, company 

and organization, as explained by John Murphy and Michael Rowe (2000) who argued that every 

successful product or organization has its own personality. and the complex human personality, 

as well as the product and organizational personality. Trademarks and logos of products and 

organizations are the appearance of a complex reality abbreviated into a simple statement, 

something that can be controlled, modified, developed and matured at any time. 

         Based on the above review, this article discusses Peirce's theory in examining the meaning 

contained in the Wonderful Indonesia logo.  Yakin &  Totu  (2014) explained that the main 

principles containing Peirce’s theory  were  the    human    mind    and    sign    boundaries,    the    

three-dimensional system (triadic), and  the  relativity  regarding  the  three  typologies  or  

taxonomies  of signs (icon, index, and symbol). Meanwhile, Sarpavaara (2013) explained that a 

Sign, or Representamen, is a First which stands in such a genuine triadic relation to a Second, 

called its Object, as to be capable of determining a Third, called its Interpretant, to assume the 

same triadic relation  to  its  Object  in  which  it  stands  itself  to  the  same  Object. So, the 

objectives of the study are the following: 

1. How is the implementation of the Peirce Triadic model of semiotic theory in the Wonderful 

Indonesia logo? 

2. What is the meaning of the sign in the Wonderful Indonesia logo? 

3. What is  the language function contained in the Wonderful Indonesia logo? 
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2. Research Methods  

 This research applied a descriptive qualitative method. According to Moleong (2014) 

qualitative research is research in a special natural context by utilizing various natural methods 

that intend to understand the phenomena of what the research subject is experiencing and the way 

of description in the form of words and language. Furthermore, qualitative research is used by 

researchers intending to examine something in-depth and to examine the background, for 

example about motivation, roles, values, attitudes, and perceptions (Moleong, 2014). Then, the 

qualitative  method is implemented to investigate, discover, describe, and explain the quality or 

features of social influence that cannot be explained, measured, or described through a 

quantitative approach (Wayan & Tista, 2020). This research is qualitative since it is concerned 

with non-numerical data and describing the facts of the analysis systematically based on what 

they actually are. The instrument of this research is document. According to Creswell (2012), 

documents consist of public and private records that qualitative researchers obtain about a site or 

participants in research, and they can include newspapers, minutes of meetings, personal journals, 

and letters. The data of this study are the covers in Wonderful Indonesia” that is related to topics 

about the government through the Ministry of Tourism, which in addition to creating the 

branding, also publish the Indonesian tourism logo. The researchers selected only one cover as 

data to be analyzed in this research. It was launched since 2011 in ASEAN International forum of 

the Ministry of Tourism in Cambodia, 17-18 January 2011. After selecting  the data, the 

researchers analyzed the data using Peirce's triadic theory model with reference to triadic terms; 

representation, interpretant and object. After analyzing the data, the researchers provided results 

and discussion. 

3. Discussions  
 The Wonderful Indonesia logo is an advertisement in promoting Indonesian tourism For 

in country level, this logo is often found on public transportation such as on the body of the 

buses, trains, airplanes and public boards so that it can be seen by many people. Meanwhile in 

other countries, as a promotional strategy for Indonesian tourism, this logo together with display 

images or videos of Indonesian tourism objects are installed on the railways, buses and 

billboards, digital screens, in crowded public places, such as stations, highways, airports and 

others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. a figure logo of WI 

  

 The result of  analysis is discussed as follows. 
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3.1. The Analysis of the Elements Forming the Wonderful Indonesia Logo 

 The semiotic theory of the Peirce’s triadic model is used in data analysis in this research. 

The researcher provides a description of the data on the elements related to the wonderful 

Indonesian logo, including verb and non-verb elements. Verbal elements in the form of the 

writing of wonderful Indonesia. The word wonderful has a lexical meaning as a good and 

beautiful thing, while Indonesia is the name of a country known as a country with thousands of 

islands. 

 Non-verbal elements, in the form of a bird image, wings with flexible lines in green, blue, 

purple, orange, and magenta colors. This non-verbal element shows a sign meaning that still 

refers to reprensetamen and interpretation, if not connected, this non-verb element has no 

meaning. Then, the data can be overviewed in Peirce's triadic analysis model. For more details, it 

can be seen in Figure 2 as follows; 

 

Interpretant 

(a beautiful description of the charm of nature, culture 

and everything that Indonesia has) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Representament                                                   Object 

                   (writing: Wonderful Indonesia)                   (Wonderful Indonesia logo + bird image) 

Figure 2. a figure of Implementation of  

            Charles Sanders Peirce’s Triadic Theory 

 

3.2. The Analysis of  Representament of Wonderful Indonesia 

 The expression of the language used in the Wonderful Indonesia advertisement is by using 

written language, namely Wonderful Indonesia with artistic writing. The letters are flexible, 

beautiful and captivating. The word Indonesia is bigger than the word Wonderful. This shows 

that Indonesia has a unique and diverse natural and cultural charms that is different to Malaysia 

or Singapore. 

 

3.3. The Analysis of  Interpretant of Wonderful Indonesia 

 Apart from the representament in the semiotic theory of Peirce's triadic model, the 

interpretant part is seen in terms of concepts or meanings that are understood by people in 

understanding a form of language itself, both conventional and arbitrary. In connection with all 

these things, the researcher analyzes the data by looking at the interpretant aspect of the language 

expression itself. For more details, the researcher describes matters related to the interpretation of 

the advertising data of Wonderful Indonesia. The discussion of the Interpretant analysis is shown 

below. 
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3.3.1. The Interpretation of Signs (Icons, Indexes, Symbols) 

 The symbol a bird spreaded its wings indicates the ability to fly beyond limits. Being able 

to present a desire beyond borders, for the purpose of achieving dreams and hopes for the 

development of Indonesia's tourism in around the world. 

3.3.2. The Interpretation of Meanings 
 The interpretation of meaning is classified into: first the word Wonderful Indonesia, 

second the outline of the bird's wings and body, and third the five colors in logo. The explanation 

of each items is in the following: 

3.3.2.1. The Word Wonderful Indonesia 

 It shows that Indonesia is an amazing world tourist destination from all aspects, which 

makes someone curious to see, enjoy, adventure with natural charm, cultural diversity, customs, 

community life and everything that Indonesia has. 

3.3.2.2. The Outline of the Bird's Wings and Body 

 It is interpreted as the flexible lines reflecting the flexibility of the Indonesian people 

character, i.e. friendly and welcoming. 

 

3.3.2.3. The Five Colors in Logo 

 It reflects Indonesia's diversity such as nature, culture and ethnicity, culinary arts, society 

and others. According to Nugroho (2008: 37-38) color has its own meaning: 

1. Green: natural beauty, freshness, peace and relaxing effect 

2. Purple: faith, live in peace. 

3. Orange: warmth, comfort, familiarity 

4. Blue: broad, shade 

5. Magenta: physical mental balance (emotional). 

 

3.4. The Analysis of  the Object of Wonderful Indonesia Logo 
 The analysis of the objects on the wonderful can be seen in the wonderful Indonesia logo 

and the colorful bird image on its wings and body. All these things, show that there are 

relationship between interpretants and representants which illustrate that the logo itself has 

meaning in accordance with the previous references, both the representative and the interpretant. 

So that in the object of the meaning of the sign, both the meaning of colorful bird images imply 

that the color indicates that a situation in the state of tourist destinations in Indonesia is very 

diverse and has its own uniqueness, both in terms of cultural, religious and natural tourism. All 

these things have been reflected by the provision of various colors in the wonderful object or 

logo, which illustrates the shape of the bird image. 

 

3.5. The Analysis of  the Language Function in Logo 
 In the Wonderful Indonesia logo, the word wonderful is deliberately written in English as 

the world's language. It is hoped that this word which has a great, amazing, enchanting meaning 

can easily come to the mind of the world’s citizens. This is in accordance with the language 

function conveyed by Jakobson, namely the Poetic function. There is a message to be conveyed 

to the world, that Indonesia is very charming, amazing, unique and interesting. 

 From the word wonderful, it will bring someone to imagine the beauty and charm of 

Indonesia's panoramic views, causing curiosity and ultimately wanting to travel to Indonesia. The 

Conative function plays a role in this context, which is to cause reactions to the interlocutor or  

speaker (addressee) to do something. The word Indonesia is bigger than the word wonderful. 
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There is a message to convey that it is Indonesia that is charming, not Malaysia, Singapore or 

other neighboring countries. 

 

4. Novelties  

 Peirce’s theory of Triadic meaning can be applied  in tourism industry, especially in 

analysing the icon logo of Wonderful Indonesia (WI) as one of Indoensia’s Tourism Branding.  

In this logo of WI, there are two language function found: connotative function and poetic 

function. Connotative function  is used to motivate someone to act and do something. This 

meaning is implicitly applied in the word Wonderful. This writing, made people wonders and 

curious about the true charm of Indonesia. Poeitic function is used in sending certain  message. 

The written of Indonesia is slightly bigger than the word of Wonderful. It is a message that 

Indonesia is charm and it is no other neighbouring country such as Malaysia or Singapore. 

 

 

5. Conclusion  

 The phrase of Wonderful Indonesia logo is an Indonesian tourism brand that was launched 

in 2011 to replace Visit Indonesia. From the semiotic analysis, the Wonderful Indonesia logo is 

formed by verbal and non-verbal elements. The verbal element is in the form of the words 

"wonderful Indonesia” and the non-verbal element is in the form of a picture of bird such as the 

Garuda hich is a symbol of the Indonesian state. The head, wings, tail, body of the bird are 

displayed with flexible lines, beautiful, artistically colored in green, blue, purple, orange, 

magenta colors. It reflects that Indonesian people have a character that is flexible, friendly, peace-

loving character and are open to welcoming the world community. The whole part of the bird is 

given various colors. This is intended to provide an illustration that Indonesia is an archipelago 

that has diversity, nature, culture, and the life of its people with distinctive customs and 

coexistence with adherents of different religions. 

 The representament analysis expressed in the written language of wonderful Indonesia with 

artistic writing, flexible, elegant and beautiful fonts reflects that Indonesia is one of the world's 

beautiful, charming, captivating and enchanting tourist destinations. The word Indonesia is 

bigger than the word wonderful. This shows that Indonesia has a diversity of charms, not 

Malaysia, Singapore or other neighboring countries. 

The word wonderful is deliberately written in English as the language of the world. It is hoped 

that this word which has a great, amazing, enchanting meaning can easily come to the citizens of 

the world’s mind. Based on the function of language, the word wonderful has a poetic function, 

which is a message to be conveyed to the world, that Indonesia is very charming, amazing, 

unique and interesting. 

 From the word wonderful, it will bring someone to imagine the beauty and charm of 

Indonesia's panoramic views, causing curiosity and ultimately wanting to travel to Indonesia. The 

conative function plays a role in this context, namely causing reactions to the interlocutor or 

speaker (addressee) to do something. 
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